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Behind the Roll

Procter & Gamble

Procter & Gamble (P&G) was founded by two brothers-in-law in Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1837. Currently,
P&G is the largest consumer goods company in the world (Butler, 2020). It is the parent company of
many of the most recognizable brands to ever exist, most of which specialize in care. P&G products
include baby care, fabric care, family care, feminine care, grooming, hair care, home care, oral care,
personal health care, and skin and personal care. With 65 brands that serve 5 billion consumers in 180
countries worldwide, P&G is a company that must show it cares (About, 2020).

P&G’s annual revenue in 2019 was $67.68 billion, a 1.3% increase from 2018. In 2020, its revenue
reached $70.95 billion, a 4.8% increase from 2019 (Procter & Gamble Revenue). The company is not
only dedicated to improving its monetary performance to allow its shareholders to prosper, but it is also
committed to providing “products and services of superior quality and value that improve the lives of the
world’s consumers…,” according to its purpose statement. P&G's values include integrity, leadership,
ownership, passion for winning and trust. How exactly does P&G live out its values?
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Fig. (1): (Above) "We believe in finding small
but meaningful ways to improve lives—now

and for generations to come." 
(Procter & Gamble, 2020).

To begin with, P&G works with conflict-free materials,
posts sustainability guidelines, supports human and
workers’ rights initiatives, aims to reduce the intensity
of greenhouse gas emissions in its supply chains and
use less than 1% of the worldwide production of palm
oil, which is widely known to cause deforestation. In
2020, the company met all of its environmental
sustainability goals and subsequently established new
goals to be accomplished by 2030. That being said,
there are two sides to every story (Policies, 2020).
P&G ranked in the 37th percentile regarding
environment, social and governance (Yahoo! Finance,
2020). Its brand Charmin, for example, received an “F”
score in toilet paper sustainability, according to a 2019
study conducted by the National Resources Defense
Council and Stand.earth (Vinyard). 



Procter & Gamble

Many environmental activists want Charmin to "stop flushing forests down the toilet,” despite the fact
that Charmin is Rainforest Alliance Certified and plants a tree for each one it uses in its production of
toilet paper (Vinyard, 2019). To demonstrate how seriously the brand takes constructive criticism and
how actively it listens, the toilet paper giant committed to investing $20 million by 2025 toward research
in developing more sustainable packaging approaches in its supply chain. By 2030, all of its purchased
electricity will be renewable, its water usage will decrease by 30% and its greenhouse emissions will
decrease by 50%. All of Charmin's products are made in the United States, which is the country it was
founded in (Charmin, 2020).

Fig. (2): (Above) Procter & Gamble is a
corporation of shared experiences, deep

history and superior quality. 
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Charmin

Charmin began in Green Bay, Wisconsin in 1928, when an
employee of the Hoberg Paper Company described its toilet
paper as “charming.” About three decades later, P&G
acquired the company in 1957. By 1999, it was the most
absorbent regular toilet paper in the U.S., a title Charmin still
holds to this day (Charmin Story, 2020). Being America’s #1
toilet paper, the brand is famous for its product line of
Charmin Ultra toilet paper, which includes Ultra Gentle,
Ultra Soft and Ultra Strong. 

When it was first released, Charmin Ultra Strong was named one of the best new products of 2013 by
Better Homes and Gardens magazine, which has a readership of over 1.6 million (Charmin, 2020). In
2020, Business Insider ranked Charmin Ultra Strong as the best toilet paper of the year. Charmin's 24-
pack currently sells for $23.82 at Walmart (Brains, 2020).

As of 2019, Charmin's largest competitors include brands
such as Scott Tissue, Angel Soft and Cottonelle. Charmin's
Ultra products were used by over 76 million Americans in
2019- the most used non-store-brand toilet paper that year
(Most, 2019) (Charmin, 2020).



Charmin

In terms of corporate values and purpose, Charmin mirrors its parent company, P&G. Charmin aims to
improve the lives of its consumers and deliver quality products. More specifically, the brand shines in
terms of corporate character and advocates for comfort and enjoyability. To fulfill its mission of making
sure everyone “enjoys the go,” the company created three mobile applications. The Enjoy the Go
Bathroom app provides fun games for users to play as they sit on the toilet. Charmin’s helpful SitOrSquat
app informs users of how clean nearby public restrooms are. In creating these apps, Charmin reveals its
humorous personality and builds relationships with diverse audiences- not just key stakeholder groups. 

Most importantly, Charmin understands the value of
money when consumers purchase its products. The
brand offers a variety of money-back guarantees,
including a clog-free and roll-fit guarantee. Charmin
prioritizes authenticity, integrity, humor, trust and
ownership, which are three of P&G's core values
(Know, 2020).

Fig. (3): Charmin has committed to several
sustainable efforts. 
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Situation Analysis

As the top-selling toilet paper brand in the U.S. and
one of the leading brands of P&G, Charmin has
gained high brand recognition because of its
widespread distribution and mass promotion
throughout the country. The business scope of its
parent enterprise, P&G, includes “toilet paper,
napkins and paper towels, facial tissues and cleaning
and sanitation products for both commercial and
consumer applications” (Henneberry, n.d.).because
of its widespread distribution and
P&G's products serve the restaurant, retail, healthcare, hospitality, education and janitorial industries.
Charmin’s products are available in multiple locations such as Walmart, Kmart, grocery stores, pharmacies
and gas stations. The majority of the brand's loyal customers can quickly identify Charmin ads when they
see the unique, humorous characters on the packaging, television commercials, online ads and mobile
applications. All of Charmin's marketing methods play a crucial role in influencing and determining a
consumer's decision-making process. 



Situation Analysis

With the marketing landscape developing, the tendency toward homogenization in products and
promotional pricing becomes more apparent in the toilet paper manufacturing industry. However,
Charmin struggles to differentiate itself from other competitors. Toilet paper can be an inexpensive but
frequent purchase for customers, which makes it hard for Charmin to expand its product mix and feature
other variations within a product line (Kors, 2014). On the flip side, consumers may rarely do research on
product quality and brand value before buying toilet paper unless they are searching for price
promotions and sales. The avoidance of risks in trying new products and low-involvement with other
brands caused by consumers’ habitual buying behavior could lead to an even greater impact on brand
perception than price.

Although Charmin seems to be a little more expensive than competing brands, it still aims to prove that it
is the first choice of consumers when selecting their preferred toilet paper brand. Charmin is committed
to maintaining its high-quality in areas such as softness, strength, absorbency and cleaning power. The
brand holds the value proposition of “Enjoy The Go,” which is implemented across variations of its
products including the three most popular types of toilet paper sold throughout the company: Ultra Soft,
Ultra Strong and Ultra Gentle. According to an article by The New York Times, “It’s not the cheapest, but
you will likely use less of it than cheaper toilet paper because it works” (Purdy, 2020). 

Customers who have used Charmin for many years tend to be brand loyal because of its consistent
quality for about the same price they have always paid. Moreover, Charmin has established exceptional
client relationships and a stellar customer service reputation. Charmin's customer service and after-sales
services are available during the day, which is a helpful business practice amidst the current pandemic. 

Charmin's target audience is families with young children. The “clog-free guarantee” branding allows for
families to not worry about young children clogging toilets with too much toilet paper. In addition, the
infamous Charmin bears personify the traditional American middle-class family while highlighting their
diverse needs. To further stand out in the market, Charmin must compete with other top toilet paper
manufacturers in the U.S. including Georgia-Pacific Corp., Kimberly Clark Corp. and a few private label
vendors. Among these, Georgia-Pacific, the paper-products powerhouse owned by Koch Industries,
houses popular brands such as Angel Soft and Quilted Northern. Moreover, the sales of the top 10 toilet
tissue brands of the United States in 2017 include Cottonelle, Scott and Andrex. Many of the top 10
brands are well-known and contain a variety of other products to cater to the needs of consumers, just
like Charmin.
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Why Toilet Paper?

COVID-19 first hit the United States on
January 20, 2020, when an individual was
diagnosed in the state of Washington. After
this initial diagnosis, infections skyrocketed
and stay-at-home orders were put into place
across the country. The impendent fear of
an oncoming virus and lingering stay-at-
home orders drove many individuals to go
stock up on popular household products,
such as toilet paper. Non-perishable foods,
alcohol and kitchen necessities were
disappearing at a rapid rate from the shelves
at local supermarkets.

However, the biggest frenzy was caused over rolls of toilet paper. At first, many were unsure why toilet
paper became the top item consumers were purchasing during the start of the pandemic. COVID-19 has
no reported symptoms that lead to frequent restroom use. Simply put, the cause for the toilet paper
shortage was based on a shared sense of fear as well as the phenomenon of panic buying. With stay-at-
home orders of unknown lengths looming, Americans were doing everything they could to prepare for
the future. The consistent unknowns of the pandemic struck fear into the hearts and minds of many,
causing many people to go purchase unnecessary amounts of toilet paper.

For many families across the U.S., children were coming home from college to quarantine, young children
were facing online learning and parents were transitioning to working remotely. As a result, stocking up
on toilet paper was seen as one of the only ways to prepare for the pandemic, leading to impulsive panic
buying behavior.

According to the International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health, panic buying occurs
when “consumers buy unusually large amounts of products in anticipation of, during or after a disaster or
perceived disaster, or in anticipation of a large price increase or shortage," (Yuen, 2020). With this in
mind, it’s clear that consumers across the globe handled the stress of the pandemic by stocking up on
one of the few items they use daily.

Fig. (4): Shelves were cleared and stores
restricted the amount of rolls customers

could purchase due to the panic buying crisis.
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Charmin's Response

In order to address the disparity between
supply and demand as a result of the COVID-
19 panic buying, Charmin and P&G
implemented a variety of tactics that addressed
a wide range of stakeholders while addressing
an emerging crisis. The pandemic has changed
the ways of everyday life, and therefore,
requires that companies adapt their business
models in response. The organization executed
the business solution of increasing the supply
output of Charmin factories in conjunction with
a strong social media presence to demonstrate
transparency by updating key stakeholders on
Charmin’s goal to restock toilet paper on
shelves.

While Charmin was working to expand its production, the brand needed to address the nation-wide
panic buying of toilet paper and other P&G products. Campaigns on social media involved posts
mitigating the impact of panic buying, which were also executed by other toilet paper producers and
creating an industry-wide voice against panic buying. Media outlets positioned Charmin and its
competitors as humanitarian and provided consumers with important reassurance and information
during the start of COVID-19.
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Fig. (5): As Charmin increased their toilet paper
production, they addressed consumers’ concerns
about current shortages, and provided valuable

information and updates about the status of
toilet paper availability.

On all of its social media accounts, Charmin’s messages, which discouraged the panic buying of toilet
paper, were utilized in conjunction with informational posts. These posts updated consumers on the
progress of production and increasing the capacity within Charmin factories. Consumers who were
running out of toilet paper were able to engage with these posts and receive direct responses from
Charmin through both replies and messages, many of which reassured them that toilet paper was on the
way. During a time of uncertainty and panic, the responsive, humorous and interactive nature of
Charmin’s social media presence added a human element to their brand presence. In return, this
highlighted how effectively Charmin was able to listen to its consumers and stakeholders while
addressing their concerns with business solutions.



While Charmin was addressing consumers
about the shortages of toilet paper, the brand
was working to increase the capacity of its
factories in order to produce toilet paper. While
demand would soon fall after the spike in panic
buying, lifestyle changes altered the dynamics
of toilet paper consumption. Without many
going to offices, restaurants and other public
locations, individuals would increasingly rely on
toilet paper they had available in their homes.
Charmin’s increases in production capacity
accounted for the change in consumer dynamic
throughout COVID-19.

Fig. (6): A brief timeline of featuring Charmin's
response, COVID-19 and panic buying insights.
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Charmin's Response

Charmin’s solution to its lack of supply depended on internal stakeholder performance. This included
factory employees, factory management and its relationship with retailers. Charmin management paid
close attention to the morale of factory workers, especially when it came to safety and performance.
As organizations like the WHO and CDC released guidelines regarding employee safety during the
pandemic, Charmin factories were able to follow the guidelines to ensure employee safety while
publicizing their efforts using earned media. In many local-level news stories, such as those written and
published in towns with Charmin factories, employees acted as ambassadors of the Charmin brand.
Key sentiments are highlighted in the following quotation from a 20-year P&G employee, Kay Debow,
on ABC News:

“I feel like we’re looking out for each other. We’re sanitizing, we’re distancing. So that, in
itself, is a good thing. It’s changed the dynamics a little bit on the team. We wear a headset.
Wearing a mask for 12 hours is uncomfortable, so we aren’t talking much.” 
(Kapeantas, Sandell and Rivas, 2020).

First, the factories following the proper guidelines for the health and safety of employees. Second, the
employees felt safe and secure during the process. Throughout the U.S., local coverage of Charmin
factories was primarily positive due to focusing on health protocol, job security and overall morale.
These are all dimensions Charmin worked on and excelled in. Therefore, the organization yielded
positive reputational benefits from these actions.



Public Response

Social Media Analysis

Prominent platforms that the brand used to address concerns and inform consumers include Instagram,
Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. Charmin created FAQ graphics to make it easier for consumers to read
how to get toilet paper. In addition, Charmin’s social media contained videos that were funny and good-
humored. According to Talkwalker’s COVID-19 Industry Report, Charmin's social media mentions peaked
on March 27 due to a story on the challenge to produce more toilet paper following panic buying
(Talkwalker, 2020). Notably, the leading industry conversation during the pandemic surrounded toilet
paper at 24.9% (Talkwalker, 2020). Leading brand mentions on social media included Charmin, Gillette,
Kleenex and Huggies (Talkwalker, 2020). During the pandemic, Charmin primarily led the conversation
but received mostly humorous responses surrounding the unprecedented panic buying crisis. Charmin
remained calm, patient and good-humored, which reflected in their media responses, especially with
other companies that felt the effects of panic buying (Figure 7). 

Fig. (7): Charmin interacts with Dr. Pepper
on Twitter.

Fig. (8): Major media outlets responded to the
shortage by including Charmin in headlines.

Due to the oddity of the situation, the news media was quick to report on the panic buying matter.
Because Charmin is the leading toilet paper brand in the U.S., many outlets discussed Charmin’s overall
brand response in the title of articles or in articles themselves (Figure 8).
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Consumer reactions can be divided into two main categories: they express either concern or
understanding of the panic buying crisis. On one hand, worry and concern are the most common
behaviors consumers share on social media, especially when they have the urgent need for an essential
item, which is known as the psychology of scarcity. Fears about never-ending stay-at-home orders
quickly combined with concerns that Charmin's supply chain couldn't catch up with the raging demand
for its products. Even worse, some consumers may behave more radically, shifting from the intense
competition among buyers to a more rigorous focus on the side of toilet paper producers and
manufacturers. Suppliers, as well as Charmin employees, worked tirelessly to meet the new demands for
producing toilet paper at a rapid rate. Charmin made sure to issue the correct protocols to ensure
employee safety during the pandemic.
         

In addition, several remarks from new customers and competing brands seemed to be more objective
and reflected the real situation in local shops, chain stores and markets. The overall shortage in the
industry has even opened new sales opportunities for Charmin. The company can leverage this
opportunity to attract and persuade more customers, meet their needs and maximize brand appeal.

Stakeholder Analysis

Consumer Reactions
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On the other hand, some customers tended to help
the company by communicating the idea that empty
or low-stocked shelves due to panic buying may
distort the guarantee that toilet paper was on the
way. It is more likely that the last group of
consumers contain individuals who have been loyal
to Charmin for a long time and insist on buying
certain products, such as the Forever Roll and
Charmin Ultra products. This shows that Charmin
has built its successful reputation on high quality
and brand recognition- winning the trust of its long-
time and valued consumers.

Fig. (9): Loyal customers expressed their love to
Charmin on Twitter.



Investor Reactions

As COVID-19 began to take hold of the stock market, P&G investors took notice of how national toilet
paper shortages impacted its investment portfolio. To some extent, the rise in panic buying of P&G
products proved the company's prominence throughout the nation. Though P&G's stock took an initial
hit following national shortages, investors were eager to purchase stock at its low point based on the
understanding that several of P&G’s products, such as cleaning and personal care products, were going
to experience an initial increase in demand as a result of the pandemic.

Traditionally, investors would have an adverse reaction to a drastic dip in stock price. However, both
new and early investors were eager to see the positive impact Charmin’s response to the national toilet
paper shortage was going to have on the value of P&G's stock. In comments on the P&G stock page on
Yahoo! Finance, both types of investors were open about their hopes for future investments. With
P&G’s investors in mind, it’s clear Charmin worked to build an appropriate response to both the
pandemic and panic buying that considered the impact brand decisions would have on business and all of
its stakeholders.

Fig. (10): Comments from P&G
investors expressing their reaction to 

COVID-19's impact on the stock
market. 

Business Impacts

Charmin’s well-crafted response to the global pandemic worked to not only improve the company’s
reputation but also had significant business impacts on the toilet paper brand as well as its parent
company, P&G. Specifically, Charmin’s response created positive business impacts on P&G's finances as
well as reputation rankings while proving the organization’s commitment to long-term business goals.
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Financial Impact

While stakeholders were searching for toilet paper across the nation, the financial impact of COVID-19
began to emerge. In response to national shortages, P&G’s stock price hit an all-time low in March 2020.
Because P&G is the parent company of numerous brands that influence the company's stock price, the
company's dip in the market cannot be solely attributed to Charmin's response to panic buying.
However, as P&G products, including Charmin, began to effectively respond to panic buying alongside
the pandemic, the company's stock price began to climb. Currently, P&G is trading around $137.70 per
share- almost $20 higher than the year prior (PG Stock Price, 2020). The pandemic strengthened its grip
on the nation in the midst of the third financial quarter. In P&G’s Q3 results announcement, company
leadership announced its commitment to consumers while emphasizing its dedication to internal
stakeholders. As for P&G sales, brand leadership was pleased to report positive business impacts. “We
had a strong quarter – organic sales were up 6%, with 9 of 10 categories growing globally. Core earnings
per share were up 10% to $1.17. And earlier this week, we announced a 6% increase in our dividend,
reflecting the confidence we have in P&G’s future. This was the 64th consecutive annual increase and
the 130th consecutive year in which P&G has paid a dividend,” explains the brand’s Q3 report. 

Fig. (11): As COVID-19 made its mark on the U.S. economy, P&G stock experienced a
steady decline throughout February and March. Following the company's responsive

efforts, the stock has steadily risen.

Impact on Corporate Reputation

As investors were pleased with the company’s performance during the pandemic, competitors began to
take note of the brand’s actions while reputation indexes ranked P&G at the top of their lists.  Prior to
the pandemic, P&G ranked 31st on the World’s Most Admired Companies list and placed second in the
soap and cosmetics industry list (Fortune, 2019). After handling the many curveballs 2020 threw at the
company, P&G rose to 23rd on Fortune’s World’s Most Admired Companies list and placed first in the
soap and cosmetics industry (Fortune, 2020). Additionally, the company was mindful of its dedication to
employees during the pandemic and received a perfect score on the Human Rights Campaign
Foundation’s Corporate Equality Index for the fourth year in a row (Doing what’s right, n.d.).
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Impact on Long-term Goals

Upon analyzing the financial and reputational impact of COVID-19, it’s clear Charmin stood firmly by its
long-term goals and aimed to do what’s right in the minds of its stakeholders. The brand’s website
emphasizes its dedication to being a force of good regardless of what unexpected obstacles it may face.
This mindset was directly challenged by the year 2020, but both Charmin and P&G stood by their values.

P&G and Charmin’s response to the pandemic proved their willingness to put words into action in order
to fulfill long-term organizational goals.

“Our goal is to use every opportunity we have—no matter how small—to set change in motion.
To be a force for good and a force for growth. For you, for the world, and for every generation

to come,” (Procter and Gamble, 2020).

Evaluation

For 180 years, P&G has set the standard in developing
innovative brands for everyone. In the evaluation of
P&G’s response to the Charmin shortage, both the
brand and its parent company were able to
successfully manage the problem. In fact, it
successfully adhered to key Page Principles and
followed the Page Society’s Model for Corporate
Character.

Upon entering Charmin’s website, the first thing a
potential consumer reads is a banner addressing
concerns about the shortage (Figure 12). Even months
after the panic buying crisis, Charmin proved its
dedication to consumers with action. Fig. (12): Charmin’s website banner encourages

consumers to sign up for email updates on when toilet
paper will be readily available.
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Evaluation

Charmin ensures that they are producing products “as fast as humanly possible” and encourages
consumers to “spare a square” for their neighbors. Charmin remains transparent with consumers through
social media and online communication. Further proving its commitment to consumers with action,
Charmin donated $2 million to Direct Relief to support COVID-19 frontline workers to help deliver
urgent equipment and medical supplies. “We have also highlighted the frontline workers at our plants to
show the humanness behind who is helping to produce all of this toilet paper,” says Fanroy.

Surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic, Charmin acted with purpose and now requires all factory
employees to receive temperature checks at the beginning of their shifts (Terlep, 2020). Additional
precautions include staggered start times and lunch breaks and the use of pre-packaged food to support
the health of employees. In addition, Charmin highlighted the hard work and dedication of employees
with social media posts. The posts showcased employee efforts to help ship toilet paper at record high
levels (Figure 13).

Fig. (13): Charmin employees show how they
roll when producing toilet paper at record-high

levels in a post on Facebook.

All information about the shortage was provided by Charmin
and P&G in a timely manner. Charmin's communications
manager, Loren Fanroy, ensured consumers that Charmin
was working around the clock to deliver toilet paper. 
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“We are putting out information about how quickly we are producing products and making
sure to reassure everyone Charmin is on the way,” Fanroy said. “TP isn’t going anywhere.”

(PRWeek, 2020).

Charmin maintained a strong corporate character due to
defining and aligning its mission with its identity. Charmin
kept the trust of its stakeholders by creating a shared belief
that consumers should practice normal buying habits when
purchasing toilet paper. Consumers then took action on that
belief and the amount of toilet paper purchased slowly
declined. Consumers increased confidence as their mindful
buying habits led to more toilet paper being available.
Because Charmin was able to remain authentic, consistent
and transparent in all communications, a shared belief was
established, which helps to prevent the panic buying situation
from reoccurring in the following months.



Rolling Forward

P&G and Charmin will continue to stand by their commitment to “a legacy of forward-thinking” (P&G,
2020). P&G aims to grow through innovation, social efforts, new technology, everyday practices,
stakeholder commitment and sustainability efforts. Where does the future of P&G lie? With none other
than its consumers, of course. Preparing for the future, P&G created a program called Connect +
Develop. The program was designed for the company to partner with innovators worldwide to solve
problems unlike ever before. P&G values the future, which will impact Charmin for years to follow.

So far, P&G and Charmin have proved their commitment to stakeholders through action, transparency
and consistency. Charmin’s reputation as the leading toilet paper brand in the world means all eyes were
on its response to panic buying. 

P&G and Charmin will be a guiding example for companies to follow when handling a panic buying crisis.
For 180 years, P&G has proved its dedication to its corporate character. The company and its brand
Charmin will continue to be loved by stakeholders for years to follow.
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